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Lightning!

• Top 10 things I can tell you about Digital Scholarship that I learned this past year
1. Fake it, till you Make it
2. Get Social

• You ever heard of Mastodon? Why not!
3. Yes And!

- Without a physical space
  AND
- Without a web presence
  AND
- Without a full staff compliment
- Still
- Completed some collaborative projects
4. Eventbrite

• Gets the word out very quickly!
5. GitHub

• Collaborative 6 ways from Sunday
6. Omeka S

- Brings them in the door!
7. Workshops

• Leverage Pre-existing Material
• *Hat Tip* to Software Carpentry
8. Virtualize Your Infrastructure

• Ever hear of Docker?

• Long story short, allows you to build/deploy/reuse infrastructure very quickly via a web interface
9. When all else fails, POD
10. Leaving your audience wanting more

- Come to my full presentation session to get the serious version of this talk...

Session 703B
Thursday between 11:45am – 12:45 PM
STC 0060
Thanks!

- http://brocku.ca/library/dsl
- tribaric@brocku.ca
- @brock_dsl
- https://mastodon.social/@brock_dsl